Input: Machine Learning Output
Output from ML model is sent to server, then
served up to the frontend, to be displayed upon
user interaction. Specific input to UI is determined
when the user clicks, and the system responds with
correct data.

Input: Patient Cases from Databases
Patient cases that exist in the
database are fed to the frontend
system, to be displayed in the user
interface.

Output: Relevant, Contextual Information
+

Pathologist can view & interpret outputs
of machine learning model, which in turn,
provides contextual information to assist
pathologist in making diagnosis. Includes
both qualitative and quantitative
information.

Case List Screen
Display list of all cases currently
assigned to a particular pathologist.
Allows to see at a glance how many
cases remain, and access cases to
work on & diagnose.

CASE LIST

Identify Similar Regions

Display Abnormal Regions

Pathologist clicks on a region
of the image, and app surfaces
similar regions. Could help
doctor find small occurrences
of abnormality.

With one click, doctor able to
see all regions in the slide
deemed abnormal.
Fullscreen Mode
Annotation Mode
Create annotations directly on the image,
allowing pathologist to highlight important
regions, and better communicate, and
indicate why a certain diagnosis was made.
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Detail: Slide Viewer & Toolbar

My Cases

Provides access to machine learning outputs, jumping to
often-used zoom levels, and panning and zooming on the
image.

Case Search

+
–

SIMILAR SCANS

Home Screen
Provide pathologist a familiar
landing screen, where they
can quickly and easily access
major pieces of functionality
in the application.

SEARCH

Scan-to-Scan
Matching
CASE 2383

DIAGNOSIS

RESULTS

Case View Screen

Case 0184

Search Screen
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Enter search terms and and press
Enter/click Search. System finds and
displays most relevant results, in
ranked order.

Plasma cell myeloma lorem venenatis… in mattis nunc. Strong likelihood
of developing multiple myeloma.

Input: Ranked Results from Database
Database performs the search of
cases, then passes the ranked results
to the frontend system, which then
displays the results to the pathologist

Detail: Search Result
Each result displays case name, date of last
modification, and text indicating why the result
matched, thus helping provide context.

Core screen of the application.
Pathologist consumes Patient Info &
Clinical History information, views
slides, interacts with the toolbar, can
view similar scans, creates notes and
makes a final diagnosis.

+
–

SIMILAR SCANS

DIAGNOSIS

Ranking provides pathologist context
as to which results most closely match
search terms, allowing them to
quickly find relevant results, and
speed up the process.

+

Input: Observations & Diagnosis

Output: Information to compose Pathology Report

Pathologist inputs observations,
opinions in Case Notes &
Diagnosis fields

The pathologist’s notes & diagnosis can be compiled
into a pathology report. This would be compiled in a
Lab Information System, then sent back to the
requesting clinician.

PATHOLOGY
REPORT

